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"You're on Earth. There's no cure for that," says the character Hamrn, in Samuel
Beckett's Endgame. The stage offers a unique lens through which to explore the reality of
human existence on Earth, sharing the behaviors of characters in imagined circumstances
with audiences. My honors thesis production, GAIA: an eco-theatre project explores
human relationships with the environment and comes out of research conducted during
the 2014 Butler SU111nlerInstitute. My thesis project began by raising the following
questions: How do we impact the environment, and how do we react to changes in our
ecosystems? What do our actions in our environments ~ our relationships to natural
resources - say about who we are as a community, and as individuals? Through the
creation of a theatrical production, I investigated these questions to involve audiences in
new perspectives on what it means to be human, and as a result, came across new open-




Anne Bogart declares in A Director Prepares that "we enact plays in order to
remember relevant questions" (21). Unearthing these relevant questions attempts "to re-
describe our inherited assumptions and invented fictions in order to create new paradigms
for the future" (Bogart 28). With more and more news headlines in the realm of global
climate change, claims are continually being asserted about the role of people in
contributing to shifting weather patterns and natural disasters. Human actions have
environmental consequences which ripple through all aspects of our lives ~ social,
political, economic. As the world becomes increasingly interconnected and ever-more
technologically advanced, I wonder what the present time and space will mean in our
relationships with nature, with the living organisms surrounding us. In his book Cooked:
A Natural History of Transformation, journalist Michael Pollan poses the question:
"How, in our everyday lives, can we acquire a deeper understanding of the natural world
and our species' peculiar role in it?" (Pollan 2). While Pollan was looking at human-
environment relationships through cooking, I am looking at these relationships through
the art of theatre. In the pages that follow, I examine the work and writings of artists,
scientists, scholars, and journalists to chronicle the effectiveness of the arts, particularly
theatre, in addressing humanity's place in the natural world. It should be noted that my
use of terms such as "humans," "people," "our," are of a Western cultural perspective,
and are not intended to speak for or about every different culture around the world.
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I am not the first theatre artist to look at human relationships with the
environment. Dillon Slagle describes early pieces of eco-theatre that "are not always seen
as centered on ecological issues, but rather view ecological issues from a social,
economic, and ethical perspective." It is through the interpersonal relationships formed
onstage between actors and with audiences that the theatre offers a place for putting "the
natural world in conversation with human socio-economic concerns" (Slagle). Theatre's
inherent focus on the way humans interact serves as a platform for communicating
pertinent issues of today, as identified by Slagle. In theatre - an art form created by
humans to place one group in observation of another group or individual - interaction
between people makes any subject engaging. Jeremy Pickard explains that eco-theatre "is
ultimately about defining and articulating new mythologies for a tumultuous and
changing world" (Pickard). Through the un ique assembly of people for the witnessing of
other people in a theatre space, we can address questions, debate issues, and change as
individuals and as a culture, for the betterment of our communities. From my research
into local and global sustainability concerns, I created a theatrical production inspired by
changes between humans and the ecosystems they inhabit. In using the city of
Indianapolis and its surrounding areas, my project was driven by local issues, while
Inaintaining a global perspective.
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The Natural Environment
As Naomi Klein bluntly states in her most recent book, This Changes Everything,
"climate change has become an existential crisis for the human species" (Klein 15). Klein
points out that, in the 1700s, "we started treating the atmosphere as our waste dump when
we began using coal on a commercial scale ...and engaged in similarly reckless ecological
practices well before that" (159). Klein's point is that human consumption of fossil fuels t
- namely by the West - has been going on for centuries. Her point does not take into
account the historical context at the start of coal consumption, nor does it consider the
balance between growing populations and sustaining standards of living. We view these
consumptive activities as reckless, in retrospect. Nevertheless, such activities demonstrate
a colonialist attitude of "relating to the world as a frontier of conquest - rather than as
horne" (Klein 170), at devastating costs for the present, and for future generations.
My personal interest in environmental degradation was fueled in part by the
documentary, Darwin's Nightmare, about the introduction of a foreign fish species to
Lake Victoria, and the devastating impact of this international experiment on the ecology
and economy of Tanzania. The reality that human actions have ecological consequences
which reverberate through all aspects of our lives, horrifies me as I hear about
increasingly-extreme climate patterns that in turn are causing further turmoil across the
globe. As Naomi Klein quotes of her interview with climate scientist Michael Mann:
"there's no question that climate change has increased the frequency of certain types of
extreme weather events'" (Klein 1 07). Scientists and activists are ever-more adamant to
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point out the causes and effects of changing climates. In their lecture, "It's wrong to
wreck the world: a moral call to protect the environment," Kathleen D. Moore and
Michael P. Nelson outline reasons to take action against environmental degradation,
summarizing that
If environmental degradation threatens the foundations of human thriving,
and if human thriving is a fundamental value, then we have an obligation
to avert degradations that threaten us (Moore).
Scientist and inventor James Lovelock warns that "we cannot afford to wait for Godot,"
pertaining to the crisis he terms "global heating" (that is, the rising temperatures of the
Earth as result of human activity) (Lovelock 13). Lovelock's Gaia Theory views the Earth
as a "whole system of animate and inanimate parts" (Lovelock 15). Klein, who writes
almost forty years later, also touches on this outlook toward humanity's relationship to
planet Earth: "we did not create it; it created - and sustains - us ...And the solution to
global warming is not to fix the world, it is to fix ourselves" (Klein 279). The need to "fix
ourselves" that Klein indicates is also summarized by Michael Pollan, when seeking to
understand the current state of the Earth's ecosystems: "For what is the environmental
crisis ifnot a crisis of the way we live?" (Pollan 21). This intersection of the
environmental crisis and a crisis of culture was the starting-point for my desire to bring
such issues to the stage.
Didactic Theatre
My understanding and use of theatre as a tool to reflect upon and alter our
lifestyles falls into a category of theatre that is didactic. Originating from the Greek
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didaktikos, "related to education and teaching," the term didactic implies the use of moral
instruction through a particular manner of teaching (Merriam-Webster). In his article
"Greek Drama as Education," Peter Arnott summarizes that
In the fifth century at least, the drama, like all poetry, was considered
primarily as a teaching medium. The poet was the didaskalos, teacher, not
merely in the sense that he taught his actors and choruses, but also with the
implication that he instructed his public, through a medium that offered the
widest possibilities for the dissemination of ideas and information, and
which could also, in a single hearing, reach the greater part of the body
politic (35).
The Roman poet Horace, theorizing on the use of art - namely poetry - in society,
recognizes the affective power of the spoken word in the sharing of performance between
performers and audiences. In Ars Poetica, Horace stresses that "It's not enough for
poems to have beauty: they must have / Charm, leading their hearer's heart wherever they
wish" (II. 29-30). Horace expands on the nature of poetic and dramatic performance,
describing the impact of storytelling techniques on individuals:
The mind is stirred less vividly by what's heard
Than by what the eyes reliably report, all that
The spectator sees for himself But don't reveal
On stage what should be hidden, keep things from sight
That eloquence can soon relate to us directly ....
Any such scenes you show nle, I disbelieve, and hate (11. 178-88).
Horace critiques drama that is demonstrative, that does not leave gaps in the stage action
for audiences to fill in for themselves, which he concludes as encouraging doubt, or
eliminating the suspension of disbelief. In the section entitled "Combine instruction with
pleasure," Horace notes that the author "Who can blend usefulness and sweetness wins
every / Vote, at once delighting and teaching the reader" (II. 343-4). Art - an expressive
act - originates from an intention, and it is therefore necessary to formulate art theories
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beyond what is seen or heard or expressed. It is through the engagement of audience's
senses and minds that drama is affective. Ars Poetica, dating back to approximately 19
BeE, lays out guidelines for art - poetry and drama - that has both educational and
entertainment values.
Categorizing my theatrical work as didactic led me to Jonathan Levy's article,
"Reflections on How the Theatre Teaches," in which he concisely states that
the theatre teaches by at once awakening and recalling our emotions, It
teaches not by what it prompts us to think ...or because of what it moves us
to feel, or by what it causes us to think about what we feel. The theatre
teaches most lastingly by what it causes us to retain ofwhat vve have felt -
by what lies alive but dormant in us when the theatrical experience is over
(25).
Such reflections on didactic theatre aided in my production process by keeping me
focused on posing questions, rather than attempting to suggest solutions.
The Arts and the Natural Envirann1ent
I sought theories about and examples of artists creating at the intersection of the
natural world and human culture to help inspire my own project. Through a series of
public installations in a project entitled City as Living Laboratory, the artist Mary Miss
works 'to illustrate how artists and designers, working in collaboration with scientists
social scientists urban planners and citizens can lead to new ways to dwell in build, and
imagine our cities" (Miss 2009). In Indianapolis, City as Living Laboratory manifested in
the form of "mirrors and oversized red map-pins ...on the Indianapolis Museum of Art's
grounds ...and along the White River" (Miss 2011). This installation, FLOW: Can You
See the River?, sought "to engage the citizens of Indianapolis with the important and
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unique elements of the White River water systenl-its history, ecology, origins, and
potential" (Miss 2011). It is this "visual language of art" that Wendy Ross, in her article
"The Greening of Art," indicates "can expand our dialogue and understanding of our
relationship within the living systems of our planet" (Ross 175). Ross cites American
artist Robert Smithson, active in the 1960s and '70s, who believed that land art and
reclamation projects "could create a dialogue between environmental issues and the value
of aesthetic solutions in relation to industrial land devastation" (Ross 177). Further, as
Oliver Balch states in his 2014 article for The Guardian, 'art isn't just about personal
engagement. It presents the opportunity of opening new public conversations in society at
large as well" (Balch). In my own creative work, I initially was interested in
understanding patterns of and in nature, and how we could reincorporate these patterns
back into our Western culture, to make space in our daily lives once again for recognizing
and appreciating the cycles of the natural world that are the reason that we can exist in
the first place, so that we might leave the world a better place.
I turned to existing exanlples of theatre dealing in environmental issues to help
inform my own playmaking process. What makes theatre an appropriate artistic platform
to address the relationship between humans and environments? In Greening the Theatre,
Theresa J. May answers that
theatre has always served as a forum where people negotiate and generate
relationships to their environnlents (wild, cultivated, industrial, virtual) ... as
theatre paliicipates in our human ecological situatedness, it reclaims its
ancient roots as a site ofritual_celebration of the reciprocity between
people and the natural world. Thus, theatre emerges not only as a means
by which to investigate the long-standing humanist question "who are
we?" but also the urgent ecological question "where are we?" (May 86;
100).
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In describing these ancient rituals, May offers one view on the origins of theatre, but we
can never truly know how theatre carne about across multiple cultures. May's point is that
theatre and ecology are not a new match. In recent decades, there has been an increasing
body of work corning out of collaborations between theatre artists and scientists,
especially in efforts to make the science behind climate change understandable and
relevant to non-scientists. In her introduction to "Performance and Ecology," Wendy
Arons summarizes that
there are important, practical opportunities for theatre artists and
practitioners interested in making concrete contributions to ameliorating
environmental problems, as theatre techniques are increasingly used to
help train, educate, and inform the scientists, health-care workers, and
social scientists who are working together to change systems and
behaviors (Arons 94).
Such interplay between theatre and science is also explored by Giovanni Frazzetto's
article for the European Molecular Biology Organization, in which he cites playwright-
scientist Alain Prochiantz:
'Taking our time to create a theatrical experience is an occasion to do
science differently, to show its hidden side, the one that never appears in
the official discourse' (Frazzetto 819).
But how can theatre be used in such ways? The Great Immensity, a play by the New York
City-based ensemble, The Civilians, exemplifies a theatrical project arising out of
conversations between artists and scientists. Director Steven Cosson ind icates the
impetus for the production: "to make something that can seem abstract, like climate
change, and make it live a little bit more in the world where this is happening" (Evans).
Through storytelling and music, the creators behind The Great Immensity want their
"audience to feel a sense of these environmental questions and to also be self-aware of
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the emotions they have about these issues." The Civilians' project recognizes that "to live
in the reality of this world that we do live in, we need to behave differently ... to make
different choices," and wish to instill, through the art of theatre, a "sense of
empowerment and participation" (Evans).' Not having seen The Great Immensity, I was
unable to judge for myself the success of the production in achieving its intentions, but
the fact that a play was entirely devoted to the environmental crises, and corning out of
dialogue between scientists and theatre-makers, indicates the possibilities available in the
arts.
An example of an environmentally-focused play that I was able to see was Red
Forest, by Belarus Free Theatre: a theatre-making ensemble based in London and Minsk.
8FT's Red Forest was billed as a production to:
xplcre the profound impact of environmental change through the lens of
local myths and legends. Incorporating true stories and native folklore
from Belarus, Brazil, Nigeria Kenya North America Australia and India,
Red Forest weaves together a tapestry of stories to create a new legend of
111anand nature. Featuring live music and choreography, BFT challenges
you to face the epic cycle of human and environmental destructiveness
("Red Forest").
I found this play to be successful in its storytelling t chnlques ~combing n1U i ~dance,
and narration to connect stories of people from around the globe all who have
encountered alterations in their lives due to extreme drought, flood, nuclear spilling, or
demolition of natural habitats to make way for industrialization. But as an audience-
member, I was already committed to Red Forest's messages; that this production affected
me is not surprising. Having seen another production by B T about capital punishment,
Trash Cuisine, I first experienced this company's success at mploying thean ical devic s
1 In an interview by Suzy Evans of Huffington Post.
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to communicate their message, Before seeing Trash Cuisine, I had a neutral opinion on
the topic of capital punishment, but through the innovative forms of 8FT's production, I
caine away with a stronger stance on this important human rights issue. 8FT has
developed processes of pia yrna king that result in theatrical forms conducive to
communicating political and ethical messages, Inspired by existing works and
collaborations between artists and scientists, I set out to investigate the subject of Iny own
production.
Production Research
Initially, I sought to create a theatrical production to raise consciousness a.bout our
relationship with nature, given that the natural world is the source of everything living -
it is where we come from, where we are now, and what we will have/where we will be in
the future. My production research began at Butler University's Center for Urban
Ecology, to discern the 1110Stpressing ecological issues facing Indianapolis. Sustainability
Coordinator McIZenzie Beverage broke down the CUE's focus into categories. She
informed nle that in 2014, Ind ianapolis had gone from the "nineteenth worst to sixteenth
worst in the country for air and water pollution" (Beverage). This poses the first category
of concern for Indianapolis's sustainability future: energy. Other areas, as Mckenzie
highlighted, are transportation and food/food waste. These three categories kickstarted
the skeletal outline of Illy future play: food is indicative of the present (what sustains us
here and now); transportation, moving from place to place, suggests that we consider our
past and what it means to be "here"; energy, and a recognition of our finite natural
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resources currently fueling our lifestyles, mandates that we consider how we will power
the future.
My local research fell into these three categories. My research into food systems
included visits to urban farms (Indy Urban Acres, Fall Creek Gardens), S&G Seeds (a
company dealing in growing, conditioning, packing, and delivering corn and soybean
seeds), and a March Against Monsanto (a growing national movement advocating for
local food growth and production in the face of increasingly-globalized food markets).
The interview with employees at S&G and the March Against Monsanto offered two
opposing perspectives - small-time farmers at the March called out the seed corporation,
Monsanto, whose controversial genetic modification of seeds for food crops has been
sparking lively debate amongst farmers, scientists, and consumers. Such local farmers
rallied the local-food-movement crowd, claiming that "Gaia did not intend for Earthliness
to play god," and that as local farmers, they are concerned with feeding their local
communities ("March"). The folks on the other side, at S&G, are also interested in
feeding people, but on a much larger scale. Companies like S&G aid in meeting the
demands of a growing global popu lation (Martin). The encounters with systems of food
growth and production around Indianapolis indicated the complexities of the process to
match food supplies to human populations. I found that these complex systems carne to
be how they are now throughout history, as technologies increased, economic priorities
shifted (both on domestic and global scales), and the world population flourished.
Addressing one aspect of the industrial agriculture system does not guarantee a
comprehensivefix of the problems that have arisen from farming on increasingly-larger
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scales. From my research I found that there is not a catch-all solution to most effectively
(economic or otherwise) feed everyone on the planet. This idea manifests in my
production, as outlined later.
I interviewed Ron De Tar frorn IndyGo about the history, present state, and future
of public transportation in Indianapolis. In addition to increasing the fleet of hybrid and
electrical vehicles, IndyGo is looking to expand its route, but as Mr. De Tar told me,
"people transport themselves the way that is best for their family" (De Tar). Starting from
this idea that people get from A to B in the way that is best for them, I thought about how
transportation systems in the United States influence how we communicate with one
another. I anl particularly interested in comparisons between public and private modes of
transportation, and how cars have the potential to alienate us from - or deplete the rate of
encounter with - both the natural environment and one another. These ideas manifested
in the scene "Disconnection," found in Appendix A.
In his book Powering the Future, physicist Robert Laughlin outlines the past,
present, and future of energy sources. In terms of our culture's dependence on fossil fuels,
he points out that
when the oil begins to run out a few decades from now, the world will
almost certainly respond by replacing conventional petroleum distillates
with synthetic fuels that act like them and are used in exactly the same
ways (Laughlin 38).
Right on campus, I found an example of such research into alternative fuels. At Butler's
own biodiesel lab, students with the assistance of the CUE, convert vegetable oil from the
dining halls that has the potential to power campus vehicles. My research into the
category of energy elucidated the delicate line treaded in our mindless consumption of
GAIA:
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finite energy sources. As Klein and Laughlin warn: "how dangerous it is to be dependent
on centralized forms of energy that can be knocked out in one blow" (Klein 105);
"Nothing lasts forever, either here on earth or in the heavens" (Laughlin 122). This
research came into play at the moment my production needed a diversion from the action ,
manifesting in a "power outage" during which the actors directly addressed the audience
for their help in lighting the stage so that the performance could continue (see Appendix
A).
an eco-theatre project
The "natural environment" is a massive subject for a theatrical piece. How can
theatre, an art medium by and for humans, tackle a world that is larger than humans? In
developing a play about the natural environment and human relations to it, Ibroke down
the human-environment relationship into human actions. Actions, such as eating,
transporting ourselves, and powering our homes, begot questions about how these
specific actions bear consequence on the environment. In this way, Imoved away from
my initial ideas about understanding patterns and cycles in nature, and focused on human
patterns. Using processes of theatre-making, my ensemble and Iexplored lifestyles in the
American Midwest, and how such actions connect us on local and global scales. The
director's note for GAIA summarizes for the audience what it is they would see on stage,
and how it came about (see Appendix C).
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Why GAIA?
The title of my project, GAIA, is significant in the intention driving my
production. I define "gaia" in the program of my production (see Appendix C). In Greek
mythology, Gaia is "the Earth personified as a goddess" ("Gaia"), and James Lovelock
adopted this name for his hypothesis, theorizing that the Earth is an inter-connected
organism. Through the Gaia hypothesis, James Lovelock conceptualized "that our planet
is entirely different from its dead siblings Mars and Venus" (2). Elements essential to our
existence - oxygen, water, and food - come from the Earth, and if the relationships which
allow us to consume and utilize such elements are damaged, our species will suffer. With
this perspective (that our existence is connected to the existence of non-human organisms
and elements), I wanted to communicate the importance of understanding that our actions
have local and global consequences. Gaia, and all that it refers to, best encapsulates what
I would hope audiences take away from the production.
Playmaking Process
Much like the play-making ensemble Goat Island, who "discover a performance
by making it" (Bechtel 614), my devised-theatre piece caine about through a process of
scene-building. I say "building" because we started from a blueprint for each scene that
included a specific question and a skeletal idea of what happens during the scene. As
Ellen Dowell and Emma Weitkamp say in An exploration ofthe collaborative processes
ofmaking theatre inspired by science, "with theatre it is often more effective to ask a
question rather than answer it" (Dowell 896). I outlined a series of scene ideas, all
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stemming from my intention to raise questions at the intersection of our culture and the
natural environment. The resulting scene-breakdown chart can be found in Appendix B,
and at the beginning of the script, Appendix A. Appendix D contains photographs of the
performance, offering only a brief snapshot of the result of our process. Working from
our discussions of personal experiences and cultural references, rehearsals consisted of
improvisations of dialogue and 111ovenlent.
In the beginning of the play, Iwanted to address Lovelock's concept of Gaia,
addressing the human species' place on a global scale, but also illustrating that our planet
is minuscule on a cosmic scale. Based on the pilot episode of Neil deGrasse Tyson's
Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey, the actors imagined their relation to their surroundings in
the cosmos. Tyson outlines realms of the observable universe (the cosmos) from vast to
tiny. I led the actors through a series of imaginative exercises in which they envisioned
themselves in different realms of the universe: the Milky Way, Earth's solar system,
Earth's atmosphere. The actors created these intangible locations in the cosmos through
exploring sensory details: what these realms looked like (colors, shapes, etc.), smelt like,
and so on. When the actors could visualize and place themselves in the cosmos, their
feelings about their imagined relationship to these places manifest physically. For
example, feelings of insignificance found actors contracting their bodies, moving closer
to the ground, while feelings of awe at the universe led to more upright, commanding
presences. The actors each developed three different poses for themselves and their
imagined relation to the cosmoS. The movements of each actor through the stage space,
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and in and out of their three poses, was combined with a soundscape and lighting that
suggested an out-of-this-world setting.
We built another movement-based scene to address a more tangible topic: the
expansion of agricultural systems with increasing industrialization. Together the actors
and I agreed upon concrete, precise gestures to represent the stages of a single hUITIan
planting a crop with their hands. These gestures were repeated in a sequence, setting up a
rhythm of movement for the audience to follow. Woody Guthrie's song Pastures 0./'
Plenty overlaid the actors' movements as they 1110ved their sequence of gestures.
Throughout the scene, actors left the stage, one-by-one, as machinery noises grew over
the sound of Guthrie's song. This sound device was intended to represent the introduction
of machines into fanning processes.
With the actors, I structured the improvisations to pursue the scene's intention in
the most clear way. From the resulting dialogue and movement, we made decisions about
what worked in the overall scope of the play, and recorded our choices so that they could
be repeated. The actors and I found a give-and-take between what was theatrically
"working" and what was best pursuing our intentions. For a moment to "work" on stage-
that is, to have a theatrical impact - it needs to come out of what happens before and lead
into what happens next. Each moment on stage should be in pursuit of the play's
intention, a manifestation of why this piece of theatre is being constructed. This is much
like crafting a thesis: each reference, each word to explain my methods and results, is in
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an effort to prove my point (and sometimes the task of identifying or explaining the point
is the most arduous, in and of itself). On the stage, moments that "work" are those that
are comprised of a series of gestures, dialogues and sounds, and aesthetic arrangements
that most clearly strive to communicate the play's reason for existence.
An example of my attempt to find what was "working" is in the process of
building Act 1, Scene 2: The Burger Eaters, from the underlying question: Does it matter
if we know where our food comes from? (Appendix A). The action of this scene is two
strangers eating burgers at a fast-food joint, and one person keeps finding random objects
in their burger. The first task in rehearsing this scene was to decide what could practically
fit between burger buns _ objects small enough to be hidden in a sandwich, but large
enough to be seen by the audience. Headphones, keys, and a highlighter were readily
available and we next needed to figure out how the actor could best "discover" each of
the objects in her burger, one at a time. Another decision made for this scene is that it
would be accompanied by live, jovial piano music, reminiscent of a silent film, in which
there is a recurring musical theme underscoring the progressing action. The practical
need for a piano during this scene led to a solution for slipping the mystery objects into
the burger: someone would crouch out-of-sight behind the piano and reach to place the
objects in between the buns (with the actor eating the burger assisting by lowering the
buns to the piano). With the logistical decisions out of the way, we rehearsed with two
actors behind the piano, playing Heart and Soul, and slipping the objects into the burger.
From here arose the question of how to end the scene - the person eating the normal
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burger finishes, no problem, but what happens to the person eating the mystery burger?
The solution to this problem carne in addressing the practical question of what would
happen to the objects in the burger once the actor discovered them. Through trial and
error, it was decided that another person would come to collect the objects - lost
headphones, lost keys - that had somehow ended up in a fast-food burger. Finally, the
hand of the actor slipping the objects into the burger is discovered by the burger-eater,
who pulls her out from behind the piano - and viola, the object-collecting actor finds her
lost friend. Taking an ordinary circumstance (eating fast food), and introducing surreal
circumstances, allowed us to indirectly address the question behind this scene. We
purposefully did not reveal to the audience what question we posed while composing this
scene, leaving the audience to contemplate how the action resonates with them as
individuals. However, it was necessary that the intention of this scene was clear for
ourselves, so that we were able to, through multiple attempts, find what the scene
theatrically demanded. I should also note that the chorus of R.E.M.'s Stand replaced
Heart and Soul on the piano because Stand became a recurring musical motif throughout
the play _ and another way that a scene "works" is by utilizing elements that exist
elsewhere in a production, helping the audience bridge moments together in their own
Ineaning-Inaking processes.
In the rehearsal room, we were focused on our task as theatre artists to address the
needs of the work which we were creating. This structured focus formed boundaries
around our intentions: everything must serve the purpose of this play. We pushed against
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these boundaries by experimenting with different approaches to solving the practical
problems of how to put each scene on the stage. This resulted in unexpected gestures,
words, and ideas about how scenes could unfold. Just as random ideas or occurrences
during rehearsals could in,"0111e way fit into a scene so could current happenings in the
world around us. In fact, since our work does 110t exi t in a vacuum, it was 11 C S ry to
stay connected to current local and global events throughout our process. An example of
incorporating current happenings into our production was through the use of projected
video and ilnages. I compiled a series of clips from television prograills (including
entertainment Sit~C0111S and news broadcasts) that referred audiences to discussions of
how humans (particularly Western cultures) interact with the natural environment, These
videos also served a practical function: covering transitions, so that actors could shift
props from one scene to the next. I specifically incorporated media around the People's
Climate March, an event taking place a weekend before the premiere of Illy production,
in New York City (with satellite marches around the globe). The People's Climate March
was a massive demonstration by organizations and individuals concern d with th globe'
climate crises, occurringjust as world leaders were meeting for the UN Climate Summit.
This global event resonated with my production's recognition that human actions have
consequences for our global systems, and that to affect positive change (for
environmental, political, social, economic systems), we ITIUStwork together. Photographs
from People's Climate Marches that Iprojected during the curtain call of GAIA can be
found in Appendix E.
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Production Results
In Theatre & Ethics, Nicholas Ridout describes the concept of ethics as shaping
our social relations: 'Our behavior never tal es place in a VS,r-UUI", and OUt acttons alv fays
have consequences for people other than ourselves" (12). A piece of theatre reaches its
final step when it is performed for an audience, and to me, this is a test of a play's
success, of its ability to reach beyond the vacuum of a rehearsal room to engage in
dialogue with audiences. Marl Ravenhill in his forward to Dan Rebellato's Theatre &
Globalization summarizes the perspective of a theatre artist at the point that a play
reaches its audience:
as a theatre-maker, you try to make every gesture, every word and every
I110Veas specific and as concrete as you can. But at the same time you
hope that somehow that same gesture/word/move will have a resonance,
something which is completely outside of the specific and th concret
(Rebellato ix).
I wanted audiences to carry something with them from my production. But, as Ravenhill
summarizes, the work that Iput into the piece must C0l11eout of a concrete intention. I
carne into my playrnaking process aware that if what was onstage was too specific, the
audience may find trouble connecting, and therefore be 1110re likely to forget about it. My
playrnaking process was one of a balance between striving for a specific intention, and
leaving room for audiences to fill in their own responses. The responses Iwas 111et with
from audiences at my production were none that I could have predicted, but indicated that
I had achieved my intention: to provoke thoughts and reflection on the audiences' own
ways of life and how each audience member fits into the larger scope of the universe.
One audience member responded that she thought she had learned something in the
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course of the play, until what she felt she had learned was turned on its head again at the
end of the show. Audiences responded to the scenes in the play featuring interactions
between members of a family, in the way that these characters reflected real-life family
members, and in the familiarity of discussions that can arise around the family dinner
table. An environlllental activist who saw the show was thrilled by the production's
ability to approach concerning topics in new and innovative ways. This particular
audience member pointed me to one of the first conservationists from the United States ,
Aldo Leopold, who said that "the individual is a member of a community of
interdependent parts" (203). To know that my production had, unintentionally, captured
the message of such a prominent figure in Western environmentalism, and put such a
message into a format to continue the discussion, is a result I could not have foreseen, but
that gives me hope for the future of my work in the theatre.
My production was also met with an invitation to present at the Indiana Eco-
Summit, a gathering of col lege students and professionals from around the state to share
ideas about successes and challenges in fighting climate change. A journalism student at
Ball State University, where the 2014 Summit was held, heard about GAIA, and contacted
for an article in preparation for the Summit. Appendix F contains this article, published
by The Ball State Daily.
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Conclusions
Theatre's role in our culture - as art, entertainment, politics, or didactics - is
difficult to qualify, because while each person is in the same space at the same time,
everyone in the audience is experiencing the production through their own lens. Each
audience member enters the theatre with their own preconceptions, expectations, and
experiences, resulting in an individualized process of connecting to and finding meaning
in what they see, hear, and feel. As a theatre artist, I can clarify for myself and my
collaborators as much as possible, but once the production reaches the audience, there are
(hopefully) boundless ways to make meaning out of what happens on the stage, thus
igniting a dialogue around not only the art, but the questions and perspectives offered in
the process of creating something that can only be experience - to its full extent - in the
present moment.
We can make use of the multi- faceted elements of Iive, theatre performance to
delve into any aspect of our culture. As we do this, we uncover or reexamine perspectives
about what vve thought we had known, engage in conversations about potentially-
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Stage Managed by Nicole Bailey
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SCENE 2 - THE BURGER EATERS: EXPOSING WHAT'S WITHIN
SCENE 3 - THE PROCESS OF INDUSTRIAL FARMING:
TRANSITIONING WITH TECHNOLOGY
SCENE 4 - FAMILY BREAKFAST: QUICKENING THE PACE
TRANSITION - WATERWAYS
ACT II - WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE HERE?
SCENE 1 - CARS: DISCONNECTION
SCENE 2 - DESERT SOLITAIRE: FAMILIAR LIFESTYLE MEETS
NEW TERRITORY
SCENE 3 - RACING (THROUGH LIFE?)
TRANSITION - BLACKOUT
ACT III - POWERING THE FUTURE
SCENE 1 - AFTER-SCHOOL SPECIAL
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Preshow music. Abby and Megan are walking their
patterns onstage, on their phones. Music grows as
houselights dim. Blackout. Lights UP/Music cuts out.
ABBY: One's life becomes so-entwined. And where would
one go?
Nick enters: Where would I go?
MEGAN: For godsake where do we come from?
Alexander enters: Where do I come from?
ABBY: Who knows.
MEGAN: Where are we going?
Sonia enters: Where are we going?
ABBY: Who cares.
MEGAN: Who?
Nick, Alexander, Sonia (in pairs): Who. Who. Who.
ABBY: Who.
MEGAN: Who would one be somewhere else?
Nick, Alexander, Sonia (in a round): Who would I
be somewhere else?
MEGAN: I suppose one could say, really, we never should
have come to begin with; but, then, we did. And here we
are.
ABBY: One thing led to another.
MEGAN: I don't know whether one thing led to anotherl
but here we are ...
Music starts. Lights Shift.
Ti tIe: MACROCOSMS AND MICROCOSMS
MOVEMENT SEQUENCE: inspired by Cosmos: A Spacetime
Odyssey.
Music ~ Animal Collective: My Girls
Actors trace their patterns, stopping at 3
specifie~ Locat i.ons. _ ~_ diff t o~ h;y=-- ~~lorin~ th OSMOSs
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NEWSCAST:
Actors finish in their places at the end of the music
sequence. ABBY takes out remote and turns on "TV" -
Projection of news stories (local level, national
level, global level)
ABBY moves DC to watch the newscast
NICK & SONIA conversing UR
MEGAN gets set behind cyc
ALEXANDER gives the countdown (SONIA moves to spot at
table)
ALEXANDER: We're live in 5. 4. 3. 2. (1)
he backs out of the way, going behind the eyc with
Megan.
SONIA:
Good evening, I'm Sonia Goldberg, and welcome to
Nightly News at Six. Here are this hour's news
perspectives.
If the Earth were only a few feet in diameter, floating
a few feet above a field somewhere, people would come
from everywhere to marvel at it. People would walk
around it marveling at its big pools of water, its
little pools, and the water flowing between the pools.
People would marvel at the bumps on it, and the holes
in it, and they would marvel at the very thin layer of
gas surrounding it and the water suspended in the gas.
The people would marvel at all the creatures walking
around the surface of the ball and at the creatures in
the water. The people would declare it sacred because
it was the only one, and they would protect it so that
it would not be hurt. The ball would be the greatest
wonder known, and people would come to pray to it, to
be healed, to gain knowledge, to know beauty, and to
wonder how it could be. People would love it and defend
it with their lives because they would somehow know
that their lives, their own roundness, could be nothing
without it. If the Earth were only a few feet in
diameter.
And now, over to Nick for this week's astrology update.
SONIA crosses past Nick, exiting beh ind cyc.
NICK:
Aquarians can expect a 3-star month, falling at an
av@~~~~ a_m fi ·~e e:-~~ e ;::-::~~ ~~t~~l~~:l:~~l ~~ ~.~ f ~~=~ th~ 1 _ t f w m : t ~ ·n wh!_ h u ~n' O'f"9
T;1 ~= • e~fi
up~-ate ~ After
Projection: ADVERTISEM~NT - 0-
Actors get set for Fami Dinner ...
I~4 DINING ROOM: Microcosms
projec'-ion' Cosmo: A Sp~c_ 'me oddysaey
Sonia calls for puzzle to be put away.
Megan: No, we've just started!
Alexander: Mooom!
Abby: Mom, w car t'11 eat with the puzzle on the
tablel
Aroby r ~ 0 'C-- 'TV
Sonia enters wi th food and sets ~t: own . vezyon ~ In,
except Abby & Megan who are nee i tuuit: ,
As Ni Alexander, Sonia enjoy their dinners:
Sonia: How was your day, everyone?
Nick: eh, same old same old, we got a new copier at
work which keeps breaking I but you'll have thats 8
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Alexander: terrible! They put vegetables in the vending
machine ...
Sonia & Nick: What? Huh?
Alexander: yeah, they took out everything else and now
there's only broccoli, carrots, tomatoes ...
Sonia: well that sounds like a good idea to me!
Nick: get the carbs now while you can, son!
Sonia (notices the Girls not eating): Abby, Megan,
everything ok?
Nick: Are either of you going to eat?
Abby: Is this free-range chicken?
Sonia: Is this chicken ..what? Free Range? Is that the
way you like it now? Because this is roasted,
so ...
Abby: I mean, like, was the chicken able to roam
around, in the grass, outside ..
Megan: ...Or was it kept inside all day long, smashed
against hundreds of other chickens??
Sonia: I don't think it's in a state that we can ask
it!
Nick: You're complicating one of the most simple things
that we do! Your mother bought this chicken at the
store ....
Abby: But, if it wasn't raised humanely I don't want to
put it in my body
Megan: Look at this pink spot! -
Sonia: Chickens are different colors inside! How many
times have we had chicken? -
I l~.l·_k·~e~__ l't.- w·a-s- s~tabbed with a nee._.d-.l.e.~...'Megan: It s _- _-
Abby: Where they injected it with steroids!
Megan: So it would get a beefed up. ·
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Sonia: Does that make it any less of a chicken?
Nick: Chickens are raised to be EATEN.
Megan: I just can't eat that if I know that it's been
injected with chemicals!
Abby: It's not healthy!
Nick: ENOUGH WITH THE DAMN CHICKENS. EAT.
Megan: Is this corn Non-GMO Certified.
Sonia: Non ...g ..m ..o?? GMO ...what is that, like
General ...Motors ...Operations ...?
Megan: GMO. Genetically modified organism.
Nick: It's. Corn. From seeds. That were planted in the
ground.
Abby: Yes, but if they mutated the genes, there's no
way I'm eating it.
Sonia: I bought it from the grocery store ...
Abby: Yeah, but where did it come from, before that?
Nick: what does it matter? Why do you care what the
chicken was like when it was alive and what the corn
was like when it was a seed??
Megan: because I care about what I put in my body!
Abby: Yeah!
Sonia: Where is this coming from?!
Nick: it is not acceptable to let this food go to waste
~by: We watched a documentary, and it talked about all
the stuff they do to animals and how they ....
Nick: Ooooh a documentary! What, are you going to ask
about the bread now?!
Megan: was it baked fresh today? Cause I can't eat it
if it wasn't baked today.
Alexander can't take it anymore and leaves to eat in
the kitchen.
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Alexander: I'm going to go eat in the kitchen!
Nick & Sonia: Hey, Alexander! Hey!
Sonia: I don't understand why you won't eat what I made
for you ...
Abby: Mom, I want to know what i'm putting in my body!
Nick: It's bread! This is corn! This is chicken! That's
what you're eating!
Abby: UGH! You know what, I have homework today, I'm
excusing myself
Megan: I need to study too. You guys just don't get it!
As they exit:
Sonia: We'll talk about this later!
Abby: CAN'T WAIT
Megan: You never listen!
Once all the kids are gone, Nick and Sonia are left -
Sonia: What just happened?
Nick: I have no fucking clue.
ABBY begins singing:
As I was walking that ribbon of highway,
as table moves UL (Sonia & Nick; Abby moves third chair),
piano moves DC (Alex & Megan), Others join in:
I saw above me that endless skyway:
I saw below me that golden valley:
This land was made for you and me.
Nick begins with STAND on the piano
1.2 BURGER EATERS: Does it matter if we know where our food
comes from?
Alexander enters, then Megan each with a "burger"
Alexander unwraps and enjoys his. Megan bites into
hers and finds earbuds. Abby walks past, taking her
earbuds. Megan tries again - keys. Abby walks past,
taking her keys. Megan tries a third time - all clear.
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Once more: Sonia's hand. Megan pulls Sonia out from
behind piano ~ keys clang. Abby comes to get Sonia ..
Piano wheeled off UR. Alexander at table on the puzzle.
ALEXANDER: People think nature is outside of them. They
don't take into account that we are a part of it. They say
"oh we're going for a nature walk. Oh we're going to get in
tune with nature."
Pastures of Plenty starts. Everyone gets set in place for
FARMING, Alexander fits in a piece of the puzzle and joins
everyone else.
1.3 THE PROCESS OF INDUSTRIAL FARMING:
At what cost is industrial-scale farming
"feeding the world"?
They start their sequence: rake - dig, plant seed,
cover it - water - circle around spot - pick. Round
two: this time, they all face downstage - same
sequence ..
Round three: Abby starts the round, as she goes to
plant, Alexander starts raking, etc.
Sonia is done - exits SL
Nick is done - exits SL
Abby is done - exits us
Alexander is done - exits SR
Megan is done - exits SR
Once each actor has finished, they disappear from the
stage, as machinery sounds replace their physical
presence. We are left with an empty stage and the
whirring of machinery (over woody Guthrie's Pastures of
Plenty)
MEGAN and NICK enter with the start of Vivaldi's Autumn.
They waltz around the stage as Table gets set.
1.4 FAMILY BREAKFAST: quickening the pace
NICK SONIA sit at table drinking coffee and puzzling.
Megan enters with Apple. Comments from Nick & Sonia.
Megan exits.
Abby enters with Gogurt. Comments. Abby exits.
Alexander darts acrosS stage.
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Nick: Woah, slow down eager beaver, walk please.
TRANSITION FROM I II
MEGAN on guitar. CALL & RESPONSE VERSE:
As I went walking I saw a sign there
And on the sign it said "No Trespassing."
But on the other side / it didn't say nothing,
That side was made for you and me.
waterways
Alex and Abby DS with WATER (fabric) and OBJECTS
behind water
Recycling bin UC
Sonia UR playing STAND on cello
NICK with waterbottle, crosses at river and tosses
bottle
Megan enters and holds trash can
Nick with gum cro.::ses at iverand tosses wrapper
Megan follows him, cutting b~m off
Nick texting on phone crosses r~ver
Megan, dropping phone in river
Megan stays with can CS
Nick eating apple, crosses to Megan, dumps apple in
can, exits
Megan leaves can DR and exits
Abby and Alexand r l·~tit: river fabric revealing allll
t.he trash, they stand, and lift fabr~cl plac~n.g ~t
over the trash
Megan reenters: CAR BEAT-BOX
All join in, then move objects offstage and get set ..
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ACT II
Ti tIe: WHERE IS HERE
11.1 CARS: How do we communicate with one another In this information
age?
DRIVER'S LICENSE /1 BUS STOP
Sonia & Alexander USR for "Driver's LieenseH
Niek USL for "Bus StapH (Megan and Abby will join
him)
1. DL - Sonia and Alexander in the <ce i:" USR
Sonia: Seatbelt.
Alexander: I know, mom!
Sonia: Adjust your mirrors. Make sure your seat is
adjusted, so that you can reach both pedals.
Alexander: Mom, I've done this before!!
Sonia: Well, Alexander, I think it's worth
reviewing again before your test! Now put your
foot on the break, and the key in the ignition.
Good ..
Alexander: Mom, you don't have to talk through
each step I know what I'm doing!!
Sonia: I don't think you should go if you're going
to yell at me.
Alexander: ok, I'm sorry, I didn't mean to, let's
just go.
sonia: Turn on the car, put it in reverse, slowly
ease off the brake, turn the wheel ...
Alexander: MOM!
Sonia: it's good review for you!
Alexander: How am I supposed to do good on my test
if you don't let me practice without talking
through Each. And. Every. Step?!
sonia: I want you to succeed, baby! I'll try not




Sonia: Good! Now put it in drive.
Alexander: mom .....
Sonia: Sorry. You know what to do.
Re drives to the stop sign not far ahead.
Sonia: Turn signal!
Alexander: I know!
He turns it on. Turns the wheel to the right.
Sonia: Make sure you don't cross your arms! Hand-
over-hand ..·
Alexander: I GOT IT!
Sonia: Here comes the stop light ...it's turning
yellow ...slow down ..slow down ...
Alexander: I KNOW MOMl
2. BUS STOP - Nick USL. Gets a phone call
Nick: hello, yeah, no, yeah i'm on my way, mhm.
Yes, yesss. Ok, yeah, sure, mhm. Kbye.
Megan enters DL
Megan to Nick: um are you taking the 38 s?
Nick: no the 39
Megan to Abby: um excuse me are you taking the 38
s?
Abby: urn uhuh yeah
Megan: urn is it usually late like this?
Abby: mmm I dunno
Megan: and it stops at the train station right?
Abby: it goes past one
Megan: and it should be here by now?
Abby: urn more or less
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Megan: urn sir do you know if the 39 goes to the
train station?
Nick: no. but it's like urn 3 or 4 blocks its like
a 15 minute walk from here, if you turn right ....
Megan: do you know what the name of the street
is??
Megan to Abby: do you know how to get to the train
station, like walking from here?
Abby: PHONE CALL
Megan leaves. Abby & Nick's bus comes.
3. DL wrap up - Sonia and Alexander in car, after the
test
Alexander: Mom, they said that I'm a safe driver,
I just messed up on parallel parking! But who
gives a crap about parallel parking anyway?? I'm
NEVER gonna need to!
Sonia: Alexander, it's a required part of the test
so you have to be able to do it.
Alexander: It's not practical. We never parallel
park around here
Sonia: Well, not around here maybe, but you won't
only be driving around here the rest of your
life ...
Alexander: I mean, I only hit five cones! How bad
is it to hit five cones??
Sonia: We'll practice when we get home ..
Megan enters UR and crosses to "car", getting
"hit"
Sonia & Alexander slam on the brakes
Sonia: Woah! Great stop Alexander, great stop. Are
you ok?
Alexander: Yeah, I'm fine. What was she doing ...7
Sonia: I don't know honey, let's just keep going.
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They cross to the front edge of the stage and
split, exiting opposite sides
11.2 DESERT SOLITAIRE: How do we relate to new/unknown
places?
PARK RANGER (Abby) enters from UR - gets placed DR
MEGAN: Where's the Coke machine?
ABBY: Sorry lady, we have no Coke machine out here.
Would you like a drink of water?
NICK: Say ranger, that's a godawful road you got in
here, when the hell they going to pave it?
ABBY: The day before I leave
ALEXANDER: Well how the hell do we get out of here?
ABBY: You just got here, sir.
ALEXANDER: I know but how do we get out?
ABBY: Same way you came in. it's a dead-end road.
MEGAN: So we see the same scenery twice?
ABBY: It looks better going out.
SONIA: Oh ranger, do you live in that little
housetrailer down there?
ABBY: Yes madam, part of the time. Mostly I live out
of it.
SONIA: Are you married?
ABBY: Not seriously.
SONIA: You must get awfully lonesome way out here.
ABBY: No, I have good company.
NICK: Your partner?
ABBY: No, myself
MEGAN: Well what do you do for amusement?
ABBY: Talk with the tourists.
MEGAN: Don't you even have a TV?
ABBY: TV? Listen lady ...if I saw a TV out here I'd
get out my cannon and shoot it like I would a mad
dog, right in the eye.
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MEGAN: Goodness! Why do you say that?
ABBY: What's the principle of the TV, madam?
MEGAN: Goodness, I don't know.
ABBY: The vacuum tube, madam. And do you know what
happens if you stick your head in a vacuum tube?
MEGAN: If you stick your head ...?
ABBY: I'll tell you: you get your brains sucked out.
NICK: Hey ranger, how far from here to Peoria?
ABBY: Where's Peoria, sir?
NICK: Illinois. Peoria, Illinois.
ABBY: Well sir, I don't know exactly how far that is
but I'd guess it's not nearly far enough.
SONIA: Any dangerous animals out here, ranger?
ABBY: Just tourists.
ALEXANDER: Does it ever rain in this country,
ranger?
ABBY: I don't know, sir, I've only been here eleven
years.
ALEXANDER: Well you said yesterday it wasn't going
to rain and it did rain.
ABBY: Did I? Well that shows you can't ever trust
the weather.
SONIA: You work out here all year round?
ABBY: No, madam, just for the summer.
SONIA: What do you do in the winter?
ABBY: I rest.
SONIA: How much do you get paid for this kind of
work.
ABBY: Too much. But I give part of it back April
15th•
Megan at table, puzzling, and singing Stand
11.3 RACING: What is entertainment? At what cost(s)?
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ABBY turns on TV ~ flips through channels - lands on
Vivaldi's Season Dance show
SONIA AND ALEXANDER at table DR, cornmentating
MEGAN AND NICK, centerstage
SONIA: welcome to WGTV'S annual dance competition. This
year's feature composer is Antonio Vivaldi. Thanks for
~taying with us. I'm Sonia Goldberg
ALEXANDER: and I'm Alexander Borrello. Our next pair is
Megan Hosack and Nick Gehrich, dancing to Spring, from the
Four Seasons!!
SONIA: Let's go down to the track for the start of the
action.
Vivaldi's Spring.
SONIA: and they've begun.
ALEXANDER: This particular couple has been dancing together
for almost a decade
Improvised dialogue between Alexander & Sonia, based
on Nick & Megan's movements. Corrunenting specifically on the
animal/primal nature of their dance moves.
Megan jumps into Nick's arms and BLACKOUT
TRANSITION FROM II III
ABBY: fuck ....guys, the power's out. Let's go.
ad-libs from everybody about why they were there in
the first place/the fact that the power is out ..they go to
exit
NICOLE: uh, guys, the show ...? You can't just leave.
SONIA: oh. Right. Well I can grab my cello ...?
Goes to play Vivaldi. They ask the audience to use
their cell phones to light the stage.
Lights come back on
They have trouble remembering what's next
NICOLE calls for them to huddle up_
ALL: Oh, right, yes.
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"When the Sun 1/ BEAT BOX
ACT III
1I1.1 AFTER-SCHOOL SPECIAL: What's at the root of our
"concern" for the environment?
Family starts in on puzzle.
SONIA: do you think you could pass me that chunk over
there?
NICK: I think this piece has been chewed up
Megan's rant about the metaphor of the fucked-up
puzzle piece and the planet ...Abby joins in about
"Saving the planet 1/
Alexander:
No! No, we don't need to save the planet. The
planet is fine! The people are fucked!
We're so self-important. So arrogant. Everybody's
going to save something now. Save the trees, save the
bees, save the whales, save the snails. And the supreme
arrogance? Save the planet! Are these people kidding?
Save the planet? We don't even know how to take care of
ourselves; we haven't learned how to care for one
another. We're gonna save the fuckin' planet? And, by
the way, there's nothing wrong with the planet in the
first place. The planet is fine. The people are fucked!
Compared with the people, the planet is doin' great.
It's been here over four billion years. The planet
isn't goin' anywhere, folks. We are! We're goin' away.
Pack your shit, we're goin' away. And we won't leave
much of a trace. Thank God for that. Nothing left.
Maybe a little Styrofoam. The planet will be here, and
we'll be gone. Another failed mutation, another closed-
end biological mistake.
Alexander returns to the table.
REM's STAND starts to fade in.
ABBY: One's life becomes so-entwined. And where would
one go?
MEGAN: For godsake where do we come from?
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ABBY: Who knows.




MEGAN: Who would one be somewhere else? I suppose one
could say, really, we never should have come to begin
with; but, then, we did. And here we are.
ABBY: One thing led to another.
MEGAN: I don't know whether one thing led to another,
but here we are ...
NEWSCAST turned on ...
111.2 THE EARTH CHARTER: Coming Full Circle
ABBY & NICK & ALEXANDER BEHIND eye.
NEWSCASTER:
We stand at a critical moment in Earth's history, a
time when humanity must choose its future. As the world
becomes increasingly interdependent and fragile, the
future at once holds great peril and great promise. It
is imperative that we, the peoples of Earth, declare
our responsibility to one another, to the greater
community of life, and to future generations.
We are at once citizens of different nations and of one
world in which the local and global are linked. The
spirit of human solidarity and kinship with all life is
strengthened when we live with reverence for the
mystery of being, gratitude for the gift of life, and
humility regarding the human place in nature.
Megan enters/ playing guitar. All join in singing:
EPILOGUE
Everyone clears the stage of tables.
I've roamed and rambled and 1 followed my
footsteps
To the sparkling sands of her diamond deserts;
And all around me a voice was sounding:
This land was made for you and me.
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Everyone stops where they are, facing audience.
In the shadow of the steeple I saw my people,
By thE relief office I seen my people;
As they stood there hungry, I stood there asking
Is this land made for you and me?
Everyone traces pattern. Guitar resumes.
Nobody living can ever stop me,
As I go walking that freedom highwaYi
Nobody living can ever make me turn back
This land was made for you and me.
Everyone comes together in a line DS1 engaging audience.
This land is your land This land is my land
From Ca11fornia to the New York island;
From the red wood forest to the Gulf Stream waters
This land was made for you and Me.
Lights fade
Title: WIIAT It~W
Images fro- the people's cl~mate march.
It's the End of the World fades up
Curtain call. Images continue to roll.
Appendix B: Scene Breakdo11)n
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Appendix C: Plav Poster and Progran1
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D 1RECTO R'S NOTE
GAIA originated from a series of questions: How do we - humans - impact the
natural environment? How do we react to changes in our ecosystcms'r What do our
actions, in relation to the natural environment, say about what it means to be human? I
turned to the Indianapolis community, posing these broad questions to address issues on a
local scale. In an increasingly inter-connected world, seemingly simple issues - what we
have for dinner, how we get to work, what powers our lights - are like microcosms for
global issues. Answers to the world's problems are not spelled out in black and white -
shades of gray arise when we examine the globalization of political, economic, social,
and ecological systems.
Through a collaborative process of play-making, the ensemble and I discussed
global and local issues, but more importantly, we shared our experiences, challenging and
enriching each other's perspectives. In exam ining local actions in the categories of food,
transportation, and energy, we built a series of scenes exploring what sustains us, where
we are in relation to others, and what this means for our future.
There is not one answer to every question, there are multiple sides to every story,
and solutions for some aren't necessarily solutions for all. We seek to challenge
ourselves, and by extension our audience, to see beyond what is printed and spoken, to be
aware of the gray areas, to not accept the status quo, and to enrich our knowledge through
continued exploration of diverse perspectives.








Stage Manager: Nicole Bailey
Lighting Designer: Claire Kedjidjian
Costume Designer: Alannah Walterhouse
Makeup/Hair Designer: Casey Lowenthal
Light Board Operator: Ariel Laukins
Sound Board Operator: Marc Morey
Lighting Crew: Bram Sheckels
This production would not be possible without the guidance and support of the Butler
Theatre Faculty and Staff:
Acadcmic/Tbests Advisor: Willianl Fisher








And with support from the Center for Higher Achievement and Scholarly Enhancement:
Director of Undergraduate Research: Dr. Rusty Jones





Charles L. Mee, playwright
The Earth Charter, of the Earth Charter Commission
Special Thanks:
Rhett Dial
Jim Poyser & Youth Power Indiana
Alex Zaslav
Veronica, Perry, and Elysia
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Gaia I
In Greek mythology, the Earth personified as a goddess
• A concept published by James Lovelock in the 1970s, which theorizes that
the Earth is an inter-connected organism with self ...sustaining conditions for
life on this planet
Diagram of Gaia Theory by James Lovelock
From the London Science Museum
Appendix 0: Production Photos
All photos by Madeline Carey
Macrocosms and Microcosms. Megan, Sonia, Alexander, Abby
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Macrocosmic Newscast. Sonia, Abby
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Dining Room. Sonia, Megan, Alexander, Abby
Transitioning with Technology. Megan, Alexander, Abby, Sonia
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Curtain Call. Abby, Sonia, Nick, Alexander, Megan
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Appendix E: Photos~o[The People's CliJl1ate March










Appendix F: Article from The Ball State Daily




When Julia Levine, a senior at Butler University, had the opportunity to create anything
she wanted for her senior honors thesis project, she decided to combine two of her
greatest passions: theater and sustainability.
The result was "Gaia," a short eco-theater play that makes audiences think about how
their everyday actions contribute to the world as a whole.
Levine will share the play and its message with fellow college students from throughout
Indiana at the third annual EcoSummit on Nov. 1. The conference will be from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Ball State's L.A. Pittenger Student Center. It will highlight sustainability and
climate issues in a discussion-based setting. The conference will offer a day of panel
discussions and idea-sharing sessions aims to get students thinking about solutions to
climate change and sustainability issues, said Jim Poyser, the executive director of Earth
Charter Indiana and one of the organizers of the EcoSummit.
Levine said that's what her play was intended to do: make people think.
"I wanted to create a play from the ground up," Levine said. "I've always been interested
in ecology and passionate about issues concerning global climate change, so I decided my
play would address questions about how we as humans impact and are impacted by the
natural environnlent."
The name "Gaia" comes from the name of the Greek goddess of the Earth. Levine said
she was inspired in part by the work of British scientist James Lovelock, who saw the
Earth as a self-sustaining living organism. This theory is known as the Gaia theory, and
it's the basis for Levine's play.
"I was immediately drawn to Gaia, both in the mythological and the scientific uses, so
my play became about how life on Earth is interconnected - how the local is global,"
Levine said.
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Levine's play is not the first to combine concepts of sustainability with theater.
According to Dillon Slagle's blog on Howlkound, an online community for theater ideas
and discussion, eco-theater plays "put the natural world in conversation with human
socio-economic concerns in the context of interpersonal relationships."
Levine said her play does exactly that. She said she focused on sustainability issues in the
Indianapolis area to give a local context to broader ideas.
"The play is about how our actions - our day-to-day, mundane actions - have
consequences, whether immediate or not," Levine said. "Each scene in the play poses
specific questions that fit into those broader categories, so the play also becomes about
how we communicate with one another, where we find entertainment and much more."
Beyond that, Levine said the play isn't actually about anything specific. She said the
play's purpose was not to impress one message or moral on the audience, but instead to
start conversation and contenlplation.
"Much of what the play is about is up to audience interpretation," Levine said. "I had the
initial concepts and questions that I started from, but the play was not complete until
audience nlembers contributed their own perspectives."
Levine will show footage of the play, which was performed at Butler University in
September, at the EcoSummit and lead a discussion about it. She said she's excited to
contribute to and learn more from the diverse crowd at the conference. Along with
Levine's presentation, discussions will take place on eco-activism the role of policy in
climate change, permaculture initiatives and mountaintop removal, and presenters will
stage a game show about climate change.
"I'm interested in how other people address sustainability through their work, in
whatever field it may be," Levine said. "1'111 looking forward to sharing ideas that we can
apply to our own work and on our campuses to work toward positive change."
Change is the ultimate goal for Levine, and she said that starts with changing the ways
people think. She hopes that "Gaia" and other works of ceo-theater can be catalysts for
important conversations on climate issues.
"The arts are powerful in the way they creatively approach problems," Levine said. "The
way that artists create and the perceptions contributed by audiences open up a dialogue
about issues facing our world."
